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THIS INSTRUCTION BOOKLET CONTAINS IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION. PLEASE READ AND KEEP FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.
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Follow CostwayPlease give us a chance to make it right and do better！

Contact our friendly customer service department for help first. 

Replacements for missing or damaged parts will be shipped ASAP!
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Battery installation

Open the battery cover with screw driver, then pull apart the battery cover (Fig. A). 
Place 4 X 1.5V “AAA”  batteries into battery chamber in correct polarity side(Fig. B). 
Install the battery cover and tighten screws(Fig. C).

A B C

Buy 2 OR MORE guns, enjoy shooting worms and batting with other players. That’s AWESOME!!

1.turn on the switch of gun, while the formation 
   indicator will flash colorfully and life-value 
   indicator will flash one by one, with boot sound 
   coming up. Then the formation indicator stops 
   to flash and turns blue, when the default is blue 
   team and pistol mode.
2.Choose gun type: turn on the switch of gun, 
   press gun type button to choose the gun type.
  Gun type:

   
Pistol: with 12 bullets, 1 life gone if it hits

   
Shotgun: with 6 bullets, 2 lives gone if it hits

   
Machine gun: with 6 bullets, 2 lives gone if 

   it hits

   
Rocket launcher: with 1 missile, 3 lives 

   gone if it hits
3.Formation: press formation button on the gun to 
   organize a team. Different colors of formation 
   indicators represent four different teams, namely 
   blue, red, green, and white. And the same team 
      will not hit itself.

   

4.Shooting: take the gun and target your opponents, 
   then pull the trigger, when the indicator will flash 
   once and shooting indicator will flash quickly as 
   a ray shooting out from the barrel with vibration 
   and sound at the same time. You will feel shake 
   and hear sound if hit, while the indicator will flash 
   quickly and reduce corresponding life-value. You
   will NOT be allowed to shoot if your life-value is 
   used up and the formation indicator will flash 
   quickly. (NOTICE: shooting distance between 
   guns is no more than 40 meters! ) 
   


